Get creative for forests!

The Wampís
The Wampís live in the rainforest of Northern Peru. They
are experts at living and working in the forest and have a
great respect for it.
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They believe all living things have guardians who live in sacred parts of the
forest. If they act respectfully, the guardians will reward them with crops that
grow and animals to hunt and eat.
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“The main objective of the Wampís Nation is to defend nature which is the source
of life for humanity. This territory that we are standing on right now, is part of the
earth’s planet, where all human beings live. So, we have to look after it. That is
what the Wampís nation does.” Wrays Perez
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Wrays Perez is the pamuk of the Wampís. This means president of the
autonomous government. You can find out more about the Wampís in this
film https://youtu.be/oGuyxgCzAWQ

Time to be still and imagine...
‘Close your eyes and take a deep, calming breath. Imagine you are in a lush,
green forest. A gentle breeze rustles the canopy overhead, dappling the
forest floor with sparkling light. Sunshine glints on beautiful butterfly wings
and the bright green beetles that rove clumsily over broken twigs and fallen
leaves.
A chorus of birdsong floats on the air and echoes in the depths of the forest.
Underfoot, soft, springy moss cushions your steps and invites you to lie
down in the shade of an ancient tree. It is here that you daydream and
contemplate this precious gift that nature has provided.’

Enter the Magic Forest
The sun has just risen over the Magic Forest - describe what you see.
It's very quiet in the forest today - describe which sounds would you fill it with.
It has just started raining, what does the forest smell like?
You're walking through the forest - how does the forest floor feel under your
feet? What do you pass by? Do you meet any people or animals on your
journey?
Fruit grows in the forest - can you describe the smell, colour and taste?
How does it make you feel to be in the Magic Forest?

Write a poem
Thinking about all the things you sensed in the Magic Forest - that is, everything you could see,
hear, smell, feel and taste - write a poem about your experience using the following guide.
To start with, make a list of your adjectives (describing words) e.g. leafy, green, shimmering,
peaceful etc.
Then make a list of your adverbs e.g. the light shone brightly, the rain fell gently etc.
Now you can start to craft your poem! For this exercise, we will write a tanka, which is 31
syllables (sounds) and 5 lines. Remember, tanka do not have to rhyme!

Line 1 - 5 syllables
Line 2 - 7 syllables
Line 3 - 5 syllables
Line 4 - 7 syllables
Line 5 - 7 syllables

The rain fell gently
Birdsong and shimmering light
I danced in the shade
Feeling the moss underfoot
Inhaling the clear, sweet air

